Mission School of Hope is located about 150 miles from Bertoua in the eastern province. Their vision is to reach the underprivileged and the marginalized people through the demonstration of the gospel of Jesus Christ. The first group we identified were the Bakas (Pygmies.)

There are more than 75,000 Bakas living in the rain forest of Central Africa, based mostly in Cameroon’s east and south provinces. They have been marginalized for many years and are in the category of the underprivileged people. The Government is looking for ways to reach the Bakas, especially in trying to find them a region of their own, which is made possible by the presence of The Mission School of Hope.

The Mission has two permanent buildings with two classrooms each and a third 2-classroom building has been started. There is construction on a medical clinic and staff living quarters. They need a water well community and a vehicle that eases transportation of items to the school. The Mission is also trying to establishment of farm land (1200 cocoa plants)

Mission School of Hope has sponsorship program for students. A monthly fee will provide clothes, food, school supplies and needed medicines. Upon sponsoring a child you will receive information regarding our ministry and a picture of your child. Your monthly gifts make a tremendous difference for the Baka children.

For more information visit: www.missionschoolofhope.org
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